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A look back on an unprecedented year
Welcome

Over the last year, employers and employees have faced
unprecedented challenges. Remarkably, employees have
demonstrated resiliency and continue to make progress
toward their financial goals.
Bank of America is a leading provider of workplace benefit
programs that help employers address the diverse needs
of their workforce. We partner with employers to help give
employees the power to take control of their financial lives.
We also continue to innovate and evolve our offerings to
address key workplace trends.
We believe that the best way to help employees is to
offer benefits that embrace digital innovation, deliver
inclusive financial wellness resources, and make available
comprehensive and integrated financial services. This is why
we provide Financial Life Benefits®, a comprehensive solution
that supports employees’ broad financial lives — including
retirement,* healthcare savings† and equity compensation* —
with an employee banking† and investing* offering.

We complement these capabilities with our new Financial
Wellness Tracker that delivers a personalized, digital planning
experience to employees that helps them understand their
personal financial behaviors and next suggested action steps
to consider to help improve their financial health.
These are just some of the ways we can help employers
support employees in meaningful and actionable ways.
Our goal is to help employees prepare not just for retirement,
but also to be more successful in their daily financial lives.
And by helping employees pursue financial success, we
believe we also help businesses thrive.
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* Investment products are available from Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated.
†
Bank products are available from Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks.
This report monitors plan participants’ behavior and sponsors’ adoption of new plan design features and services in our proprietary employee benefits programs, which comprise
$251 billion in total client assets and 3.1 million total participants with positive retirement balances as of December 31, 2020. Investment products are available from Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated.

Key insights about Financial Life Benefits
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Even amid the pandemic, employees
made progress toward their
retirement with average 401(k)
account balances increasing from
$74,000 to $81,0001

Women continue to trail men across
financial wellness metrics, with a
Financial Wellness Score 9 points
lower than their male counterparts2

Employees are seeing an expanded
choice of investments, with retirement
plans offering target-date funds*
increasing 17% and those offering
sustainable investment options
growing by 9%1
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Plan sponsors continue to use plan
design to engage employees, reaching
a participation rate of 86% when
using auto enrollment features1

Employees are taking control of health
care expenses, increasing their HSA
balances by 17% and investing these
savings to help cover future health
care expenses3

The number of companies offering
Bank of America’s Employee Banking†
& Investing‡ program, to help with
everyday banking† and investing‡
needs, doubled over the last year4

* The target date for these funds is the approximate date when an investor plans to start withdrawing the assets from their retirement account. The principal value of these funds is
not guaranteed at any time, including at the target date. These funds are designed to become more conservative over time as the target date approaches.
†
Bank products are available from Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks.
‡
Investment products are available from Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated.
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Retirement plans remain the most valued workplace benefit
When asked about their total benefits package, employees consistently rank retirement as the one they value most.5
Employees look to their employers to offer comprehensive retirement planning support, from education to tax-deferred
investment vehicles and even access to investment guidance.

Welcome

The majority of
employees are planning
for their retirement

74%

Employees understand that they
play an important role in preparing
for the retirement they envision.
When offered a comprehensive
retirement plan at work, the
majority take advantage.
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62%

58%
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58% of eligible employees participate in
their workplace retirement plan offering,
which is relatively consistent to last year1

Married employees
are also more likely to
participate compared
to single employees1

Men are more likely to
participate compared
to women1
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Certain groups are
making more progress
than others
Age and even where a participant
lives seem to have an impact on
401(k) plan participation rates.

2020 Participation Rate by Generation1
Gen Z
(Ages 9–26)

Gen X (ages 42–56) men
and women have the
highest participation of
eligible employees1

68%
Men

61%

Women
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Millennials
(Ages 27–41)

Learn More

Gen X
(Ages 42–56)
Baby Boomers
(Ages 57–75)
Silent Gen
(Ages 76–96)
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84%

84% of eligible
employees in
the South Atlantic
region participate
in their 401(k)
plan, the most
of any region1

Employees are
making progress
toward growing their
retirement assets
In addition to embracing their
retirement plan offerings, employees
are also making steady progress
toward creating a retirement
nest egg.

The overall pre-tax
contribution rate for
employees is 6.5%,
which is relatively
consistent to last year1
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The average retirement account
balance grew in 2020 vs 20191

Men outpace women with an
average balance of $98,000
compared to $62,000 for women1

6.5%
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Among those who are
participating, older
employees are more
focused on retirement
Older employees are more
focused on maximizing their
retirement benefits and have
the highest contribution rates.
Those in certain industries
also have above-average
contribution rates.1

Equity Compensation
2020 Contribution Rate by Generation and Gender

1

Employee Banking & Investing
Manufacturing
Baby
Boomers
(Ages 57–75)

Gen X
(Ages 42–56)

Finance &
Insurance

Professional
Services

Have an above-average contribution rate1,*

Baby Boomers (ages 57–75)
average contribution rate is 8.2%

8.2%

8.6%
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Men have a higher
contribution rate of
their pre-tax income,
compared to women1

6.8% 6.2%
Millennials
(Ages 27–41)

* These industries are each represented by at least 100,000 participants in this study.

Silent Generation (ages 76–96)
average contribution rate is 8.6%1

men
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Employer support goes
beyond matching
contributions
Employers can actually play a
powerful role in encouraging positive
retirement savings behaviors through
plan design and incorporating
automatic features into their
401(k) plan.

52%

88%

52% of retirement plans that offer automatic
enrollment make it the default for new hires only1

88% of retirement plans set a default contribution
amount of 3% of salary, or higher1
Welcome

Automatic
enrollment

No automatic
enrollment

Rate 3%
or higher

Rates less
than 3%
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Plans with automatic enrollment
see higher participation rates, and
51% of auto enroll plans also auto
increase their participants1

51%

Plans with a default contribution rate of 3%
or higher also see higher overall participation1
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Digital engagement has
increased dramatically
The pandemic accelerated existing
trends toward increased digital
engagement by plan participants, with
use of mobile access seeing the most
dramatic increases.6

More than 25% of participants
who have a broader financial relationship
with Bank of America have digitally linked
their accounts, for a broader financial view.6
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From 2019
to 2020
usage is up
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Digital logins
to Benefits
OnLine®7

Transactions
through Benefits
OnLine®7

Benefits
OnLine®
app use6

Up 31%

Up 20%

Up 87%

Employees are also
taking advantage
of choices in the
investment lineup
Employers are continuing to offer
robust choices in their retirement
plan investment lineups and target
date funds remain a popular
investment choice.7

Up 17%
37% of
retirement plans
offer Target
Date Fund (TDF)
options, an
increase of 17%
over 20197

53%

53% of participants in plans
with TDFs have all their
money in the TDFs7

98%

And wisely, 98% of these
participants have all of their
assets in a single TDF7
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Sustainable Investment
options are beginning to
gain traction, but are not
yet mainstream
Investments with an environmental,
social or governance (ESG) profile
are also growing in popularity with
plan participants and sponsors, with
a steady increase in plans offering
ESG investment options and more
employees choosing ESG investments.8
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60%
Up
9%
Plans offering ESG
investment options
grew 9% in 20208

Equity Compensation

60% of those
investing in ESG funds
are Millennial employees8

1 in 10 participants
invest in ESG funds
when they are offered8

When offered, 9% of
female participants and
11% of male participants
invest in ESG funds8

Impact investing and/or Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) managers may take into consideration factors beyond traditional financial information to select securities, which could result in
relative investment performance deviating from other strategies or broad market benchmarks, depending on whether such sectors or investments are in or out of favor in the market. Further, ESG
strategies may rely on certain values based criteria to eliminate exposures found in similar strategies or broad market benchmarks, which could also result in relative investment performance deviating.
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Retirement plans
helped employees
navigate an
unprecedented year
While retirement assets should not
be treated as an emergency savings
account, retirement plans were
able to help some employees deal
with the financial impacts of the
coronavirus pandemic.
The “CARES Act” legislation relaxed
withdrawal rules on distributions,
allowing employees to more readily
access retirement funds to help
meet immediate financial needs.1

Men and women used this
CARES Act distribution with
equal frequency, but men
withdrew 50% more on average1

10%

Gen X participants were the
most likely to take a CARES Act
distribution and had the highest
average distribution amounts1

10% of participants took a
CARES Act distribution1

$17,901

Employees in the South Central
region were most likely to take
a CARES Act distribution, but
employees in the Northeast
withdrew the most, on average1

Average amount
per participant
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10 to 1

CARES Act distributions outpaced
standard hardship distributions1

Distribution amounts
were higher by nearly

2X
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Economic uncertainty
did not seem to impact
retirement plan loans
The number of employees borrowing
against their 401(k) assets seemed
to be unaffected by the coronavirus,
with loan issuances broadly similar to
prior years.1

Women in Focus

17%

17% of participants took a loan against their
retirement plan assets — similar to rates in 20191

$7,788

Average loan
balance1
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Employee feelings about Financial Wellness drive results
For more than a decade, Bank of America has performed research to understand how employees feel about their financial situation.
Our annual Workplace Benefits Report has helped us keep on the pulse of employee sentiment, while also informing how we can better
serve employees. This effort has also allowed us to identify key pain points that employees face, and develop new capabilities that
address their challenges head-on.

Welcome

In 2020, we launched
Financial Wellness Tracker,

Key Insights

a digital resource that helps employees
assess their financial health and
encourages positive financial behaviors
that address their unique situation.2
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The Financial Wellness Tracker calculates scores based on responses to questions, as well as some underlying calculations and are evaluated against the attributes of a financially well individual. The score
takes into account: 1) personal information such as age, dependents and household income; 2) key financial information, including savings and expenses; and 3) the financial behaviors exhibited. Each
question and answer is worth a certain number of points. Point values vary and one aggregate score is calculated to provide an individual their score.
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Employees are hungry
for personalized
guidance
Many employees are torn between
managing their finances today, while
preparing for the future. As a result,
employees are excited to get their
personalized financial wellness score
and suggested action plan.2

More than

2 million
participants have
access to the Financial
Wellness Tracker2

93%

29% of those who
received a suggested
action plan have
completed at least
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93% of those who start the
assessment complete the process
and receive a personalized score and
suggested action plan2

Investment Advice on 401(k) assets is only provided to plan participants through certain investment advisory programs as directed by plan sponsors.

1 suggested action

2

Women are trailing
men in their financial
wellness

Financial Wellness Score

While the average financial wellness
score is just over 63, we see stark
differences between men and
women as well as employees who
are single compared to those who
are married.2
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Women tend to trail
men in behaviors that
characterize good
financial habits
While women tend to do better
when it comes to protecting the
assets they have, they trail their male
counterparts when it comes to their
score in five other key areas.2

Equity Compensation

Men tend to perform better on2
Managing Expenses
Managing Credit Card Debt
Planning for the Unexpected
Preparing for Retirement and Other Goals
Managing Long-term Debt
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Women tend to
perform better on2
Preserving Assets*

* Has the basic documents in place to protect assets (e.g., Will, Healthcare Proxy/Living Will, Power of Attorney). This is not meant to imply safety of investments.

Healthcare planning may still be an opportunity area for employees
Bank of America research has shown that only about half of employees are actively planning for healthcare expenses in the future and
into retirement. While we are seeing increasing use of Health Savings Accounts (HSAs), there is still opportunity to help employees more
in preparing for long-term healthcare costs, especially among younger generations who feel less prepared to handle future healthcare
costs than Baby Boomers.9

Employees we serve are
planning ahead for
healthcare costs
When compared to the national average,
employees with Bank of America Health
Savings Accounts (HSAs) exhibit more
positive behaviors in terms of saving and
investing for future healthcare needs.9

Welcome
Average total HSA
balances have9
increased 17%
in 2020

The average balance of
with employee
contributions9
increasing 10%

Key Insights

$3,398

is 25% higher
than national
average of9

$2,72810
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Health Savings Account
holders are also investing
for the future
In addition to taking advantage of
the triple tax benefits* an HSA can
offer, the employees we serve are also
keeping a focus on long-term growth.9

Employee Banking & Investing

35%

38%

Retirement Thought Leadership
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35% of Bank of America HSA
balances were saved for future use,9
25% higher than the national average10

38% of Bank of America HSA assets are invested
in the markets for potential future growth,9
30% higher than the national average10

* Participants can receive federal income tax-free distributions from their HSA to pay or be reimbursed for qualified medical expenses they, their spouses or dependents incur after they establish the HSA.
If they receive distributions for other reasons, the amount they withdraw will be subject to federal income tax and may be subject to an additional 20% federal tax. Any interest or earnings on the assets
in the account are federal income tax-free. Amounts contributed directly to an HSA by an employer are generally not included in taxable income. Also, if participants or someone else make after-tax
contributions to their HSA the contribution may be tax deductible. Certain limits may apply to employees who are considered highly compensated or 365 key employees if the employer makes
contributions to the HSA or the employee makes contributions through payroll deductions. Bank of America recommends employees contact qualified tax or legal counsel before establishing an HSA.
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74%

32%

49%

75%

74% more men
than women have
an HSA account9

On average, men
save more of their
HSA dollars (32%)
than women who
only save 27%9

Men’s HSA account
balances are 49%
higher than women’s9

75% more men than
women invest HSA
dollars in the market
for growth9
Welcome

Men seem to be
outpacing women on
planning for future
healthcare costs
Men tend to be more engaged
with health savings activities than
women, with higher HSA balances,
lower HSA spending levels and more
aggressive growth behaviors.9
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Compensation goes beyond a paycheck
Equity compensation continues to play a significant role in how companies incentivize and reward their employees. Whether through
direct stock grants or purchase plans that allow employees to purchase stock at a discount, equity compensation is a growing part of an
employee’s financial life.

Welcome

More employees are
benefiting from equity
compensation
Even in the face of an unpredictable
stock market, employers continued
to grow the value of their equity
stock grants with more employees
receiving grants and more grants,
in total, being awarded.11

Key Insights

Up 10%
The dollar value of
equity awards increased
by nearly 10% in 202011

74%
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74% of grants were made
to domestic employees11

26%
to employees abroad.11
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Employee Stock
Purchase Plans promote
a sense of ownership
Outright grants are not the only
way employers are rewarding
employees. Employee Stock Purchase
Plans (ESPP) are a powerful way to
engage and reward employees with
discounted stock purchases.

Retirement Thought Leadership

73%

Discount offered
by employers

15%

<15%

Women in Focus
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73% of employers offer an
ESPP with at least a 15%
stock purchase discount11

Percent of
employees
who enroll in
the program11

Learn More

31%

21%

Supporting the full range of employee financial needs
Bank of America believes that employees can benefit from taking a more holistic approach to their finances. We work with employers
to deliver a packaged offering of services and solutions for everyday banking* and investing† needs, combined with exclusive rewards,
financial education and dedicated support — called Employee Banking & Investing.

Welcome

Companies are seeing the
value of supporting their
employees across their
full financial lives
In 2020, the number of companies
offering this new workplace benefit
doubled and services are now available
to more than 2 million1 employees,
nationwide. This program offers
participating employees access to
seminars, dedicated content and special
benefits, including fee waivers on accounts
receiving direct deposit and mortgage
discounts, as well as dedicated support.12
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2X
The number of
companies offering
EBI doubled in 202012

Financial Wellness

32%
increase in
employee
engagement12

Health Benefit Solutions
Participants have saved

$19.7 million

Equity Compensation

in fees

12

Employee Banking & Investing
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Participants with an active

Participation is also
encouraging good
financial behavior
among employees
The combination of employee
education and support from
dedicated financial specialists
has helped nurture good habits
among participants.

Women in Focus
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Bank of America
savings account12
12% of homebuyers took advantage of
grants or downpayment assistance from our
Community Homeownership Committment13

* Bank products are available from Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks.
†
Investment products are available from Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated.

Merrill investment
account12
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Robust thought leadership informs us all
Over the years, we have learned a lot about how employers look at benefits and financial wellness programs. We have gained a deeper
understanding of employee feelings about their own financial situation. People are living longer, healthier lives. We are seeing workforces
expand and diversify across ethnic and generational lines. And we are seeing new demands being placed on employees, in terms of
needing to care for their own needs and the needs of others. This is complemented by changing industry trends and a dynamic legal and
regulatory environment, which requires us to stay on top of the latest issues.
This is why we strive to understand all the factors that influence employee financial wellness. We share these insights with our clients and use them to help
improve how we serve the financial needs of a diverse workforce. Our thought leadership work informs our strategy, solutions and services, to help serve the
needs of our communities, our clients and their employees.
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Our recent efforts have highlighted:
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Trends in
workplace
benefits

The impact of
longevity

How diversity and
inclusion programs
contribute to
success at the
workplace

Financial trends,
connections and
impact between
— and among —
generations

Strategies to
support working
caregivers

Legal and
regulatory trends
and insights
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To explore the full range of retirement and workplace insights, visit go.bofa.com/ourinsights or
speak to your relationship manager.

Women face unique challenges
Women have been driving change in the workplace and the home, and as they plan for retirement they have the same retirement challenges
as their male counterparts. They share similar worries and fears, such as not saving enough and outliving assets. However, they are more
likely to face additional challenges. In general, women tend to live longer, are more likely to be caregivers and often leave the
workforce to care for children or an elderly family member. These additional challenges are an important factor in designing financial
wellness solutions for women — as they continue to lag their male counterparts across a wide range of factors.14
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Women have a lower
retirement contribution
rate of 6.2%, compared
to 6.8% for men1

Women lag men with
an average balance of
$62,000 compared to
$98,000 for men1

Men are 74% more likely
to have an HSA compared
to women3
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Learn more about the
challenges women face
by downloading Women
& Financial Wellness.

55%

Women

Men save more of their HSA
dollars than women3

61%
Men

Women are less likely
to participate in their
workplace retirement
plan, with 55% taking part
compared to 61% of men1

Men

32%
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Women trail men
by 9 points in their
self-assessment of
financial wellness2

Women

27%

Best practices for employers
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1

Take a holistic approach to workplace benefits by providing employees access to programs that support their broad financial
lives, both their long-term goals as well as their short-term needs.

2

Provide personalized, holistic and actionable financial wellness resources that help employees assess their financial
health, understand their next suggested actions, track progress and nurture good financial habits; consider providing access to
professional guidance.
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3

Promote savings and planning options to help employees manage growing healthcare costs by educating employees
on HSA’s investment feature and importance as a core building block of a solid retirement strategy.

4

Commit to being a diverse and inclusive (D&I) workplace by offering programs that deliver resources and support for
employees across all life stages, genders, ethnicities, cultures and experiences.

5

Stay up-to-date on workplace benefit trends through relevant thought leadership that digs deep to understand how to serve
the financial needs of employees throughout their life stages and across a spectrum of topics.

To explore our full range of retirement and workplace benefits, visit go.bofa.com/workplacebenefits
or speak to your Bank of America representative.
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Financial Life Benefits® helps elevate workplace benefits
offerings by giving something employees truly appreciate.
Financial Life Benefits provides employees access to a seamless integrated solution that supports their broad financial needs —
retirement,* health savings,† banking† and investing.* They will be able to take advantage of exclusive benefits and rewards, as well as tools,
resources, insights, education and guidance from across our organization — all individually tailored to their life stage, goals and priorities.
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Helping employees take control of their financial lives
• Understand the impact of financial decisions.
• Better prepare for life events, short- and long-term.
• Educate to help develop a financial strategy.
• Take action and stay engaged.
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• Reduce stress.

Financial Wellness

Helping employers differentiate their benefits offerings,
and make plan administration easier

Health Benefit Solutions

• Help employees understand the value of the benefits they provide.

Equity Compensation

• By giving employees something they truly appreciate, increase
employee engagement and help drive positive actions — helping to
improve overall plan health and financial wellness.
• Attract and retain employees with a distinctive benefits program.
• Streamline administration.
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To learn more about how Bank of America’s employee benefits plans may be
able to help you and your employees, visit go.bofa.com/workplacebenefits.
* Investment products are available from Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated.
†
Bank products are available from Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks.
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Bank of America’s Retirement and Benefit Plan Services (Retirement and Benefit Plan Services) which is part of Global Wealth and Investment Management (GWIM), the wealth and investment management division of Bank of America Corporation. Client
balances consist of assets under management, client brokerage assets and deposits of GWIM retirement plan participants held at Bank of America, N.A., and affiliated banks, 2020.
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